
Presentation on Rezoning Application for 
3084 W 4th Ave & 2010 Balaclava Street



Outline
1. Overview - Proposed Rezoning 
2. The impacts of density at this location 

a. Increase from RM-4 (10.7m) to CD-1 (19.3m)
b. Bulk / FSR 1.45 to 2.95 
c. Reduced setbacks 

3. Development not consistent with MIRHPP Guidelines
4. No room for green infrastructure
5. Development does not meet social equity test
6. Conclusion: A failed pilot project
7. Better solutions are possible: ”The Balaclava Option”
8. Suggested Council Motion
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Before After

City Enforcing Height & Unit Restriction in Neighbourhood

• During extensive building renovation at 3095, the City permitted only a 1-foot maximum height increase, 
“Not to exceed height of neighbouring houses”. (Despite the fact that RT-7 allows a 35-foot maximum height)

• Home owner at 3095 requested to create 2 market rental units but was only permitted 1 unit due to City 
policy restricting number of basement suites

• One set of rules for developers, another for home owners



1.45 
FSR

2.95
FSR

35 feet
(10.7m)

63.4 feet
(19. 3m)
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Lot size 71 x 104 ft

Proposed vs Permitted Under RM4

• 2X allowable 
density

• Almost 2X 
allowable height

• Very narrow 
setbacks creating 
privacy issues and 
insufficient room 
for tree planting

Unacceptable 
Neighbourhood
Impacts



Additional Considerations (from MIRHPP Policy)
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Delano Apartments 3023 W 4th Ave

Santa Barbara Apartments  3036 W 4th Ave

RM-4 RT-7

RM-4

RT-7 RM-4

RT-8 RT-8 RM-4RT-7- “Projects Must Consider 
and Respect transitions to 
surrounding areas and 
homes” -MIRHPP Guidelines
- There are many examples 
of neighbourhood buildings 
respecting transitions 
- However, the applicant’s 
proposal does not meet this 
criteria. PROPOSED SITE

PROPOSED SITE
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• Oversized Building Exasperated by Shallow Lots (71 x 104’)

• No Context for Taller Buildings in the Area: 

The proposed building height is not contextually supported 
and does not have any precedent in the area. 
There are no buildings over 4 stories within 500m. 

• Bulk, Overshadowing: 

The overall massing, height, and minimal setbacks of the 
building create an overwhelming physical mass adjacent to 
overall spaces and buildings that shadow over many more 
properties.

Too Bulky, Too Un-neighbourly

South Elevation
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South Setback Issue
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Balcony Zone

6 ft remaining

• The “Box Design” combined with overly-aggressive FSR seriously diminishes setbacks resulting in 
setbacks which are highly inconsistent with neighbouring sites and will adversely impact 
neighbouring sites.  

• The requested 22-foot South setback from center of the lane (vs RM-4’s 25-feet) is extremely 
problematic with 6-foot balconies that will reduce the rear yard to about 6 feet from the property 
line (See drawing to right). Consequently the rear of the yard is reduced to a service area.

• Setbacks should be respected and be congruent with the buildings on the adjacent blocks and 
properties, as suggested in MIRHPP Additional Considerations. 



Sample Rationale from 2019 
Development  Application for 
3495 W 4th Ave (Approved by 

Director of Planning 2020 under 
current RM-4 zoning)

“Much of the stretch of West 4th Avenue in which our site is located is 
characterized by newer, 4-storey commercial or multiple dwelling 
developments with the top floor recessed from the street front.”
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“Neighbourhood 
Context is an 
Important 
Consideration”
- Source: MIRHPP 
Guidelines 
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No Design Rationale Provided by Applicant
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Does Not Meet MIRHPP 
Policy Guidelines for RM 
Zones
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• This site does not meet MIRHPP 
policy guidelines for the following 
reasons:

1. The site currently has 6 
existing rental units rather 
than the permitted maximum 
of 3.

2. There are an estimated 13 
existing renters, which is not a 
“low number of existing 
tenants”.

• Conclusion: Does not meet Council-
adopted guidelines- no explanation 
given in Referral Report

Endorsed by Council Nov 26, 2019



Proposed Building Creates Smaller, More Expensive 
Moderate Income Units, and Loss of Low-Rent Sqft

• More Expensive Units: Currently, 3BR units are being 
rented at an average of $1,644/mo. MIRHPP 3BR 
units may be rented for up to $2,000/mo.

• Higher Price/Sqft: On a per square foot basis, 
MIRHPP units are 2X more expensive (2.99/sqft vs 
1.55/sqft)

• Loss of Low Rent Bedrooms: There are currently 18 
low rent bedrooms on the site. MIRHPP at this site 
would reduce this to 11 available low rent 
bedrooms.

• Loss of Affordable Rental Sqft:
Proposed Under MIRHPP 4,579 sqft
Existing Low-Rent Space 6,592 sqft
Loss of affordable rental sqft (2,013 sqft)
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No Room for Green Infrastructure
• Vancouver has prided itself in following urban design 

and livability principles which respect the transitions to 
neighbouring areas. This has also helped with advancing 
“Green Vancouver” sustainability objectives.  

• The current rezoning application leaves little room for 
green space at the edges. 

• For example, there will be only 6 feet between the 
balconies and the rear property line. This is not enough 
room to plant anything but small shrubs and certainly 
cannot address privacy and other issues. 

• To the right, we show the rear setback for the 
neighbouring apartment building to the east, the Santa 
Barbara. 

• Rear setbacks as provided in the RM-4 schedule should 
be followed. This will protect neighbourhood gardens 
and enable enough space for large trees which will also 
help address privacy issues. 
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Mature Cedar Trees are in Danger
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• The City Staff report expresses concern for viability of mature cedar 
trees for such a large development, deep excavation, and narrow 
setbacks at the site:

“Design development to ensure the feasibility of the retention of the 
three City trees at the northeast corner, by provision of further 
assurances by the arborist and discussion of the methods of 
protection, including an increased 4.6 m (15’-0”) setback to the 
parkade wall.”

“Note to Applicant: Retention of the three cedar trees provides scale, 
enhances the public realm, and represents an important 
neighbourhood natural amenity. Assurances that this is feasible 
should be provided by the arborist. Changes to the parkade will be 
required. (Refer to Urban Design Condition 1.2.) ” 

- Referral Report, Appendix B, Pg 6

• The arborist report prepared for the community recommends that 15-
foot setback on North side is not adequate for the survival of these 
mature cedar trees.
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RM-4 RT-7

PROPOSED SITE

REQUESTED SETBACK
MIN 25 FEET PER RM-4 

WITH ROOM FOR 
GREENERY

110’ deep lots - not Standard 120’



Community Feedback So far

• Open house: Approximately 121 residents attended, majority of comments not in favour.

• Open house was held 3km away from the site at MacMillan Space Centre, and at the same 
date/time as another City-led open house – reduced ability for community to attend

• Total of 623 names on neighbourhood petition who oppose current form of development

Comments:
• Too tall, bulky, un-neighbourly (there are plenty of good examples of density done well – livable, 

outdoor space etc. )
• Not against rental housing- already provides multi unit buildings, in shared homes, in secondary 

suites, etc
• Open house tries to be “sales pitch” but this pitch has been rejected by neighbourhood
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No Material Changes by Applicant in 
Response to Community Feedback:
• The Applicant has made no material change to the application in response to community feedback. 

• According to letter from James Evans, June 19, 2020 to community association WeLoveKits, the applicant 
lists the following changes to the proposal in response to community feedback:

No material change

No material change

No material change

No material change
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MIRHPP Policy

• Must meet rental housing objectives

• Must consider locational criteria, including:

1. Neighbourhood context

2. Respect transitions to surrounding areas and homes

3. Maximum of 3 existing rental units  
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MIRHPP Locational Criteria

“Neighbourhood context is 
an important consideration”

• Does not meet criteria. 
• Neighbourhood (RM-4 and C-2) existing 

development is predominantly 3- and 4-
storeys

• Example: New developments
• Development application at 4th and 

Macdonald conforms to existing C-2 
zoning 

• Development application at 4th and 
Collingwood conforms to RM-4
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“Projects must consider and respect 
transitions to surrounding areas and homes”.

• Does not meet criteria. 
• No attempt at transition:

• Density more than twice neighbouring 
apartments (eg. Santa Barbara) and over 4 
times RT-7 areas

• Setbacks have been decreased from 25 to 22 
feet rather than increased (Setbacks lose 
another-6ft for balconies & -10ft for the lane = 
6 ft remaining)

• Height is almost 2x the neighbouring RM-4 
buildings (63.4 feet vs 35 feet)

• Over height floors exacerbate height problem



Social Equity Issues

Who benefits, who pays?

• MIRHPP states that height and density needs to be respected in recently approved 
community plans

• Unlevel playing field because all areas of the city not given opportunity to have an 
updated community plan

• City is asking neighbours to accept un-neighbourly building in exchange for a City- wide 
benefit. Some concession is acceptable and we support higher densities than permitted 
but impacts of the proposed building are far too severe for this to meet the tests of 
equity.
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Conclusion: A Failed Pilot Project

Definition of a Pilot Project: Activity planned as a test or a trial

• There are both successful trials and unsuccessful trials;
• Through the pilot, the City learns from both its successes and failures;
• The site is too small, the building design is too inefficient, and building cannot be replicated in 

RM-4 zones – very few similar sites;
• Impacts are too severe on neighbourhood.
• The pilot does not comply with MIRHPP Guidelines.
• However, the small site size, equivalent to two 33-foot lots in area, makes this an excellent site to 

explore missing middle housing innovation.
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Better Solutions Are Possible: 
“The Balaclava Option”
• Good solutions emerge when an enlightened developer works with the 

community

• This collaboration is similar to recent community involvement on a solution for 
the development of 4575 Granville St rezoning application | Shape Your City 
Vancouver, beside the hospice which meets the needs of the applicant and the 
hospice, and fits in the surrounding neighbourhood. 

• Our proposed alternate form of development, the “Balaclava Option”, meets City 
objectives to provide secured market rental housing at a density that exceeds 
current zoning provisions, significantly improves build efficiency, and does not 
create negative impacts to the surrounding neighbourhood.
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https://shapeyourcity.ca/4575-granville-st


“The Balaclava Option”
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• 4 ½ stories (½ story below grade)
• No parking garage – saves significant expense, 

carbon emissions and allows for MIRHPP 
below-market units

• 9 parking spaces at grade at rear 
• Adequate setback & transition, esp. on upper 

floors, with trees for privacy
• High urban design and livability values

Note that this image is included for illustration 
only and the actual building would be larger.



Suggested Council Motion

In conclusion, we propose the following motion: 

That Council:

• Reject the CD-1 Rezoning as proposed for 3084 West 4th Ave and 2010 Balaclava Street.

• Request staff to work with the community and the applicant to develop a more innovative 
secured rental housing form, which achieves higher building efficiency and achieves a 
minimum of approximately 2 FSR, and respects neighbourhood character and livability.

• Request staff to endeavour to make up time lost for this instruction in the related 
development review and approval process for the alternative housing form.
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Appendix 1 - Project Statistics
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